This paper presents an algorithm of unsupervised learning for applicat,ions in robotics. niinimiim initial knowledge is presumed ("bootstrap knowledge"). The learning system uses t,he newly arrived iinforrnation t,o extract rules of rnot,ion and construcl: the T7CTorl d Represent,ation. The concept, of recursive generalization is explored as t,he main tool of rule extraction and knowledge organization. The experiment in learning is described based upon simiilat,ion of a 2D and a 3D mobile systjem.
learning is described based upon simiilat,ion of a 2D and a 3D mobile systjem.
I. INTRODKCTION: TITI? BABY ROBOT C O K C I~P T '
The architecture of the Intelligent Controller is accepted following t,he results from [l, 21: i.e. it, is based on a multiresohit,ional syst,em of nested loops ("perception -World Representation -Decision MakingActiiat,ion -World -Sensors). This syst,em has: not) been equipped with learning; our paper tries to close t,he gap which is usually avoided by declaring all necessary knowledge available and all sensor information interpretable. The later properties do not hold in any real syst,em, thus, a learning system is vitally important to make the control system fiilly intelligent.
The concept, of Baby Robot was first introduced in [3, 4] and further developed in [ 5 , 6 ) . The autonomous rohot is presented as a "baby" ~ that is, a syst,em with no a priori knowledge of the world in which it operates, but wit,h behavior acquisition techniques that allow it to build this knowledge from the experiences of actions within a particular environmmt. The lchallenge is to determine whether t,he World Representation can be constructled without any external hiimanint,erpret,er, based only upon its own experience of functioning. The learning t,echniques are rooted in a recursive algorithm for inductive generalization of nested schemata molded from processes of early cognitive development in humans. The algorithm extracts data from the environment, and after using clustering and abduction, it creates schemata inter-' On Sabbatical, from Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA
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preted as cont,rol rules. This system is robirst enough to deal with a constantly changing environment; such changes provoke t,he creation of new schemata by fiirther generalizing from experirnces. The algorithm is capable: of aut,ornatically generating the hierarchy of task decomposition, a job that is performed in existing systems only by organizing the knowledge of a human-expert.
The system searches in a multiresolutional knowledge base which is a self-generating striictiire; thus, the complexity is pseudo-polynomial which ensures learnability [7] . Although the traditional approach t,o autonomous navigation inyolves off-line path planning with a known world map, in most of the real tasks the environment is not well known. The conditions of the assignment arc: ever-changing, for example: absence of gravity in the case of space; and sophist,icated, hard t,o predict, obstacles; like nonlinear hydrod,ynaniics in t,he iinderwat,er case. Baby Robot gathers d a h from its sensors ,and then uses a schemadiscovery system to extract concepts, form schemata and create a qiiantitati.ire/con~e~~t,lial semantic network.
Experimenting with Baby-Robot is important in irnknown media because the rules of required behavior do riot coincide wit,h human intuitions. This concept, reflects our expectation that, the sirniilated device cain acquire previously unknown schemata from the results of itjs own experiience. M'hen the Baby Robot is first dropped onto i t terrain, into space, or under water, it does not h u e any experiences and its sensors and actuators do not, have any special rneaning for Baby Robot: it will learn their meaning from its own experience. At first randomly, then in a directed manner (when new schemata are created) Baby Robot collects experiences that allow it, to learn schemata to represent the fiinction of its actuators and sensors. Then a decision making algorithm act,ivates these schemata to achieve the goal given by its crea,tor, or the sub-goals t,hat it finds.
In our init,ial sirniilat,ion iexperirnent the goal of functioning is to minimize the distance to a beacon. The results of simulat,ion are positjive. The Baby Focusing at,tention is the first step in the creation of the rules. This procedure separat,es the nnwanted experiences from the ones that are suited for the creation of the rules.
The creat,ion of the classes is the second step in t,he creation of rilles.
Ahdiiction [SI is the third and last step of generalization where the classes are conipared and/or properly arranged.
Decision Making algorit,hms determine which act,ion should he produced in order to achieve the goal.
(a) Focusing Mtention allows for selecting the rille t,hat should be applied to a concrete situation.
(11) Combinatorial search uses synthesis of different possibility st,rings of rules that coiiPd be applied from this situation t o achieve the goal.
II. B. Decision, Matin,g Algorith,m,s
In this paper, we will demonstrate how the rules in the knowledge base are created by c1nst)ering experimental data. For now lets assume (in order tJo understand the decision making algorithm) that t>hese rules have already been created with the following characteristics:
1. Rules in the database (hypotheses or schemata) fall in one of the following categories:
Leaf: If situation ( S I ) and goal (GO) applying action (AC) will yield goodness ( G D ) . N'here S I is a set of sensor int,ervals, GO is the goal sitailation, AC is a vect,or in the actuator space, and GD is a measure of expected performance.
maximum GD.
Branch: If not, S I and GO then go to S I with
These two types of rilles imply their further organization in a hierarchy. 2. ' The pnrpose of t,he decision making algorithm is to find the correct consecutively assigned set of actions that will bring the system to achieve the goal assigned by the soiirce of goals. The greedy algorithm is the simplest way to search through tjhe database. The method can be explained as follows:
1. Assign the lowest rule (RUo) as the starting rule RLTauz. 2. Pick the son that has a S I that inclndes the current situation and has t,he highest goodness of the system and assign it to RLTaUz. Branches have goodness 0.
. If
RGaUz is a leaf, exit and apply the action recommended by RU,,, else assign the branch t,o RLTa,,,, and go to 2.
This algorithm is simple and quick which is important hecaiise it, has t,o be applied at, each time step. lT,7e have implemented other search algorithms give greater advantages over t,he greedy search and t,hey are significantly slower. We also t,ested a :nonconsecutive procediire using multidimensional clustering and we found it less efficient, and not consistent with t,he concept, of early learning development. The examples given in Section 6 were implemented using greedy search. The generalization algorithm is composed of t,he 1.
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The whole database of experiences is separated in two classes: admissible and non-admissible. Admissible experirnces are "good" experiences. The representat,ion of each experience is enhanced. Enhancing means that, new lahelsi are included in the experiences, these labels are combinatlions among sensors values, among act,iiators values, and betjmeen sensors and actuator values. Using the enhanced experience, it creates classes of enhanced experiences. Each of these classes of enhanced experienceis becomes a hypothesis.
The hypotheses are stored in t,he dat,abase o-f hypot heses.
is possible to say t,hat the algorithm of generalization creates the new concept (rule) by making idust,ers of experience using a measure closeness among t,hem: first roughly and t,hen finer and finer. As we have seen in the first step it creates cluskrs by goodness (which can also be considered a measure of closeness) arid then it, creat,es classes of similarit,ies among sit,iiat,ions and act,ions. This algorithm can be applied in a nested manner in order t,o create a goal deconiposition tree or knowledge base. The algorithm of generalization takes as inpiit a goal and the database of experiences; and it processes these experiences iintil it comes out with a set, of Hypotheses.
The Hypotheses are then .in t,he database of Hypotheses as a tree where each hypothesis is relat,ed to its father by the goal. Since t,he son hypothesis has a new goal (the father's situation) it, has a new measure of goodness.
The goodness iised to discriminate the experiences that created the son hypothesis were chosen using the definit,ion of goodness, which is how much closer did it get to the goal, which in this case is t,he fat,her's situation. In other words, since it is not possible t,o find rilles from all the sit,uations since only good experiences are selected t,o the classification procedure, the oth.er parts of the space will have as goal the situations where we have a "direct" rule of action to the original goal.
A second measure that we use later on to decide which ruile should be applied i,i a belief measure. This belief imeasiire is calculated using t,he "density" of the cluster that formed the nile. By this, we mean that the belief increases the more experiences we have in t,he cluster. This belief measure is used by t,he decision making in a joint goodness-belief measure that, allow to pick the most t,riistworthy rille for the current situation and goal.
When the database of Hypotheses grows, it becomes a tree of task decomposition. The experience storage has allocated a maximum amoiint, of space. V'hen t,he number of experiences reaches tjhis Inaximum, and a new experience is collected, t,hen this experience will be stored in t,he place occupied by the oldest experience in the database. This procedure will create a "wrap-around" or "wheel" of experiences where we store only the later ones.
III.A. Stru,cturr: of
A sinnilation for a mobilp platform was implemented to test the generalization algorithm. The sensors return the dist,ance t,o target (D), t,he heading (H), and t,he angle t,o target (A). The actuat,ors are simply go forward (G), and rotate (R). The assigned goal is "'make D=O".
In ot,her words, the goal that me assign will cause the learning algorithm to creat,e a control structure that will allow the mobile plat.form t,o achieve the target,. Folllowing the algorithm delineated in the previous chnpt,er, the decision rimking algorithm searches in t,he database of hypot,heses and it finds the only existing rule shown in the previous figure. It, realizes that it, does not, know how to "make D=O" so it Platform, a n d Goal applies a random sequence to the actuators collecting experiences. The next st,ep is the generalization algorithm. The first, step is t o separate the "good" experiences from the bad. In this case the goal is "make D=O" t,he goodness of an experience is defined as "Delt,a D". The next step is to enhance the representataim of t,hese "good" experiences. The enhanced represent,ation is ordered as shown in Table 1 . 'This notation will he used for all figures.
IfnotSl +Make(H-A=O.I)
III. B. Step by Step Recursive Genw-alization,
The first step that the algorithm of generalization does is to check the database of Hypotheses. The onlSschema present, in the dat,abase says that it should "Make D=O". Since there is nothing in the database about what to do in order to "Make D=0" it assigns "D=O" as t,he goal, and collects a random sequence of experiences. The next step in the algorithm of generalization is the creat,ion of t,he classes of experiences. The clustering a1gorit)hni discovers two classes given the following riiles of unification of classes:
0 If there are two consequent classes that h a w arbitrarily close maximums and the minimum separat,ing t,hem is arbitrarily close to the maximums, t,hen the two classes are unified.
0 If a class occupies the complete range in that coordinate, (i.e. there is only one class that inclitdes all experiences in that coordinate) then t,hr coordinate is discarded as rule candidate.
They correspond tJo the act,uator .'go forward" and t,he enhanced representat,ion sensor "Heading -Angle t,o Target". These tJwo Hypotheses h a w an iniportant difference. The first one gives a recommendation ahout, what, actuator to use in this situation. In the second one, t,he hypothesis says that if we are not in t,his sitailation we should go to t,his sitiiat,ion.
The problem with the second hypothesis is that there is not,hing in the dataabase of Hypotheses that gives inst>riictions about how to "Make (H-A=O.l)". Thus, t,he generalization algorit,hm starts again: Figure 3: The database of Hypotheses a t this step 1. a new goodness measure is taken by checking whether the experience brought, it closer or further to the new goal; 2. the new goal is to "make H-A=O.l"; 3. all the experiences are re-ranked using the new goodness measure for the new goal;
4. the %est" experiences are selected using one of the pre'i'ioiisly selected methods; 5 . these experiences are sent again to the classification algorithm, in other words, new eventgrams are created for the new goal and the classification algorithm creates new clusters which will be used for creating riiles to follow the new goal.
In Figure 4 , we show the eventgrams for the same experiences and t,he new goal ("make H-A=O.l").
These 300 experiences are sent to tjhe averaging algorithm which finds two clusters in coordinate 6 which corresponds to the actuator "Rotate". These two clusters become two Hypotheses that get incorporated in the database as shown in Figure 5 . In this figure .$Rotate 0.9" and "Rotate 9.8" correspond to rotate right and rotate left. The "S2" is extracted from the experiences in which t,he rotate right command was applied and "S3" from tJhe rotat,e left experiences.
II1.C. Baby Robot for 2 0 Operation,
The robot for 2D Operation is called t,he Land Baby Robot (LBR). The simulation is shown in Figure 6 , on the left we can see the mobile platform and on the right it is possible tjo see the t,arget. Figure 10 shows a quasi-optimal patjh that LBR converges to.
I I I D . Baby Robot f o r 30 Opemfiion
The platform for 3D operation is called underwater Baby Robot (UBR). The sensors given t,o the UBR are:
1. Distance to the target. 2. The three Euler angles to the target,. Figure 11 shows an example of a learned hypothesis. At the beginning, there are some random movements. Then, a hypothesis i:; generalized, showing a spiral movement of an incorrect hypothesis of spiraling. After more experiences are collected it, will realize the performance coiild lie improved and a new hypothesis will be generalized and t,his one may be thrown away. Figure 13 shows some randoin movements and t,hen the hang-bang cont,rol. Note, t,hat we did not teach our robot the concept'of "bang-bang" control; it, discovered it, as a result, of the learning process.
After the first set of random 1novement)s we can see a sharp change in behavior (Figure 11) . The first set, of baby schemata is learned and we can see (Figure 13) that t,he submarine starts applying bang-bang 1. An algorithm that will serve as a subsystem for unsupervised learning is proposed for the Intelligent Controller Structure. 2. This system employs t,he method of nested cliistering. 3. The system simulates and executes the process of decision making. 
